Police Station – 3
Sr.
No.
1.

Date

Detail of Event

27.10.2015

2.

31.12.2015

3.

15.01.2016

4.

08.02.2016

5.

28.02.2016

Shruti Ghanshala R/o Gulmohar City, Dera Bassi, Distt. Mohali reported
that Samdeep Pandey and Umesh Kumar both resident of Uttar
Paradesh, were stole away her Apple Mobile Phone from Mercedes
Showroom, SCO No. 41-42, Sector-8, Chandigarh on 26.10.2015. Later
on both accused arrested in this case. A Case FIR No. 185, U/S 380 IPC
added 411 IPC registered in PS-3, Chandigarh. The case has been
worked out.
Sh. Rajesh Chaudhary R/o # 1182, Sector-8/C, Chandigarh alleged
that Anil Singh R/o # 78/A, Gali No. 9, Haripur, Sector-4, Panchkula,
(HR) has stolen cash Rs. 1,85,500/-, silver & gold jewelry and foreign
currency about 500 $ from complainant’s residence on 28.12.2015. A
Case FIR No. 217, U/S 457, 380 IPC has been registered in PS-03,
Chandigarh. Later accused Anil Singh has been arrested in this case.
The case has been worked out.
Public Grievances Redressal Camp (Complaint Redressal Camp) have
been organized in the premises of PS-36 & 3 in which 3 Police Stations
were included i.e. PS-36, 31 & Police Station-3, Chandigarh, which was
chaired by Dr. Sukhchain Singh Gill IPS, SSP/UT, Chandigarh alongwith
concerned SDPOs and SHOs, I/C PP’s, and investigating officer/inquiry
officers were present during the Camp
On the intervening night of 18/19.01.2016, a theft took place in the
store room of Arts College Sector-10 Chandigarh in which 15 heritage
sofa chairs and 01 Heritage wooden table were stolen. Case FIR No.
08 dated 19.01.2016 U/S 454, 380 IPC was registered against unknown
persons in this regard. A special investigation team was constituted by
W/SSP UT Chandigarh under the supervision of SDPO Central Sh. Satish
Kumar. During the course of investigation, accused Sunil Kumar, Faquir
Chand, Anil and Rajesh were arrested and remanded to police
custody for 04 days. During their police remand 10 heritage sofa chairs
and 02 Auto Rickshaws used in the theft were recovered from them
and sections 411 & 120 B IPC were added in this case. On 04.02.16, the
remaining two accused Usha @ Sweety (aged 38 years) and Shakila
(aged 32 years) surrendered before the Hon’ble Court of Dr. Sukhda
Pritam JMIC UT Chandigarh. They were taken on police remand on
dated 06.02.16 for 01 day and three broken locks and a chain were
recovered from Nullah in Leisure Valley Sec-10 Chandigarh after their
discloser.
Accused Arrested in Case FIR No. 35/16 U/S 294 IPC & 67-A IT Act was
registered in Police Station Sector-03, Chandigarh
On night intervening 26/27.02.2016 at about 9.48 PM an
obscene video clipping was received on official mobile number of
Police Control Room i.e. 8283035100 from unknown user of mobile
number 9468435743. In this regard, a Case FIR No. 35/16 U/S 294 IPC &
67-A IT Act was registered in Police Station Sector-03, Chandigarh on
the statement of Constable Sunil Kumar 3176/CP who was on duty at
Police Control Room against the unknown sender of this obscene
video clipping. During the course of investigation, the call details and
CAF Form of the user of mobile number 9468435743 were obtained

6.

25.02.2016

7.

4.3.2016

and scrutinized. During the scrutiny of call details most called numbers
of the suspect were short listed. The mobile number 9468435743 was
found to be issued in the name of Amit Kumar R/o H.No. 10, Decent
Colony, Ambala Cantt, (HR). On investigation, Amit Kumar informed to
police that his friend Rahul s/o Raj Kumar R/o H.No. 6, Amarpuri behind
B.D. Flour mill, Ambala (HR) is using this number which was issued on his
identity. On this information, a raid was conducted at the address of
accused Rahul and was arrested in this case. Accused Rahul, aged 23
Yrs had passed 10+2 and working as Data entry operator on contract
basis at BSNL, Ambalal Cantt, (HR). Accused Rahul confessed to his
crime and mobile phone with SIM number 9468435743 has been
recovered from his possession. Further investigation of case is going
on.
Accused arrested in Case FIR No. 177 dated 03.10.14 U/S 420, 467, 468,
471 IPC PS 03 Chandigarh.
Above case was registered on the complaint of A.I.G. Personal
– 2 Office of Director General of Police, Punjab against Constable
Satnam Singh. Const. Satnam Singh was recruited in Punjab Police on
15.04.1992 and was issued belt no. 3311. He was sent for basic training
at Police Training School, Jahankhelan many times but he didn’t
completed his training as he was a habitual absentee. He remained
absent for 99 days and a departmental enquiry was initiated against
him. He was found guilty in the departmental enquiry and was
dismissed from service on 25.10.1999. He was rejoined in Punjab Police
on 18.04.2000 and was allotted a new belt no. 1889. Again, he
remained absent from duty and was dismissed again from service on
07.06.2001. On 28.06.2013, he filed an appeal before Director General
of Police Punjab stating that he was involved in an encounter with
terrorists on 21.11.1992 at Village Shukri Derra Baba Nanak Distt.
Gurdaspur in which he fought very bravely and killed two unidentified
terrorists. In this regard, case FIR No. 99 dated 21.11.1991 U/S 307, 34
IPC & 25-54-59 Arms Act and 3/4/5 TADA Act was registered at Police
Station Derra Baba Nanak. Satnam Singh joined Punjab Police on
15.04.1992 whereas the encounter took place on 21.11.1991. Another
Constable with the name of Satnam Singh belt no. 2825 was posted at
PS Derra Baba Nanak when this encounter took place. Accused
Satnam Singh S/o Makhan Singh aged 45 years R/o Ward No. 01
Fatehgarh Churrian has been arrested in this case from Batala on
24.02.16 and has been remanded to police custody for 02 days. After
the registration of case, Satnam Singh kept on dodging the police by
frequently changing his mobile numbers and jobs. He worked as a
private security guard in different security companies and he used to
tell his employers that he is a former police officer and used to get
employment. At present, he was working in a factory in Amritsar.
Accused Arrested in FIR No. 37 u/s 381,411 IPC, PS-3, Chandigarh
Case FIR No. 37 dated 01.03.16 U/S 381, 411 IPC PS 03
Chandigarh was registered on the complaint of Sh. Madhu Sudan Vij
R/o H.No. 224 Sector-9 Chandigarh in which he stated that he has
employed Sarabjit Kaur @ Chavi as maid servant at his house in the
month of November 2015. Some minor thefts took place in his house
during this period. Few days back, a bunch of keys was found by their

another servant Babloo Mishra who informed Sh. Madhu Vij. Sarabjit
Kaur called Babloo Mishra and enquired from him that whether he has
found any bunch of keys on this Babloo Mishra told her that he has
found a bunch of keys. Sarabjit Kaur told Babloo Mishra that these
keys belongs to her. Sh. Madhu Sudan Vij compared the bunch of
keys with the original keys of his house and was surprised that this
bunch of keys was duplicate of the original keys of his house and
various rooms. On this, Sh. Madhu Sudan Vij checked his valuables
and found that two gold coins and cash Rs. 1,33,500/- was missing.
Sarabjit Kaur @ Chavi was arrested in above noted case and
produced in court which remanded her to 03 days police custody.
During interrogation, Sarabjit Kaur@ Chavi confessed to the crime and
two gold coins and Rs. 90,000/- in cash has been recovered from her.
During interrogation, Sarabjit Kaur @ Chavi told that she stole the
original keys of the house and went to Sector-22 to get the duplicate
keys made. There she told the shop keeper that she and her husband
both are working and have different times of duty so they need two
pairs of keys for their convenience. Sarabjit Kaur @ Chavi aged 32
years is a class 8th drop out belonging to Amritsar. In January 2015, she
was arrested in PS Sec-05 Panchkula in case FIR No. 28 dated 27.01.15
U/S 381 IPC where she was employed as a maid servant at the
residence of a leading Hotelier. She along with another servant
committed a theft of Rs. 1,59,000/-. At present Sarabjit Kaur @ Chavi is
residing at Village Khuda Jassu in a two storied house built very
lavishly. Her husband is an auto driver. Sarabjit Kaur @ Chavi used to
come for work on Honda Activa and is also fond of wearing good
clothes and also possess a laptop. Sarabjit Kaur @ Chavi spent the
remaining amount on buying dresses for herself and her daughter who
she has left with her cousin sister at Amritsar and used to send a
certain amount of money to her every month. Further investigations
are on.
8.

27.7.2016

9.

28.8.2016

Accused apprehended in case FIR No.109 U/S 20 NDPS Act, PS-3,
Chandigarh.
Chandigarh Police arrested Sukhwinder Singh R/o VillageKansal, Distt-Mohali (Pb) near Boganvilla garden, Sector-3,
Chandigarh and recovered 200 Gram of ganja from his possession. A
Case FIR No. 109 U/S 20 NDPS ACT has been registered in PS-3,
Chandigarh.
On 28.08.2016, a team of Operations Cell Sector 26, U.T.
Chandigarh headed by SI Mohan Singh laid a naka on the road
dividing sector 8/9 near bus stop sector 9, Chandigarh for checking of
suspicious persons/vehicles. During the checking of vehicles, a secret
information was received that four persons namely Satnam Singh,
Paramvir Singh, Tinku and Balwinder Singh are roaming in a silver
coloured Inova car with fake registration No. HR64-3738, and having
illegal weapons with them. At about 01:45 AM, the said Inova car No.
HR64-3738 was coming from press light point side towards sector 9,
Chandigarh. On suspicion, the signal was given to stop the vehicle
and after stopping the vehicle all the occupants were trying to flee
from the spot, but the team of Operations Cell by showing their
efficiency succeeded to apprehend the two persons namely Satnam

Singh S/o Sh Jiyon Singh R/o Vill Khalchian Kadim, PS Sadar, Firozpur PB
and Paramvir Singh @ Puneet s/o Sh Laxman, R/o # 7945, Gali no. 03,
Ranjit Nagar, Ludhiana PB but two associates fled away from the spot
whose name disclosed by the above said arrested persons as Tinku
and Balwinder @ Judge. During the search of accused Paramvir Singh,
one country made pistol along with 04 live cartridges recovered from
his possession. During the search of vehicle, two number plates
bearing No. HR64-3736 have also been recovered. In this regard Case
FIR No. 133 dated 28.08.2016 u/s 25-54-59 Arms Act and 473 IPC, PS-03,
U.T. Chandigarh has been got registered against them and the Inova
vehicle along with extra number plates bearing No. HR64-3736 were
also taken into police possession.
Today, both the accused persons namely Paramvir
Singh and Satnam Singh were produced before the Duty Magistrate
U.T. Chandigarh and Paramvir Singh is remanded in Police custody
upto 30.08.2016 whereas accused Satnam Singh sent to Judicial
Custody. The investigations of the case are in progress and raids are
being conducted to arrest the remaining associates.
10.

18.12.2016

A girl resident of Dhanas, Chandigarh reported that unknown person
robbed away cash Rs. 9,000/- on knife point from near SCO No. 22,
Coffee Café Day, Sector-10, Chandigarh on 17.12.2016. Later,
accused namely Raju R/o New Indira Colony, Manimajra, Chandigarh
arrested in this case. A Case FIR No. 202 U/S 392, 411 IPC has been
registered in PS-3, Chandigarh. Investigation of the case is in progress.

11.

12.07.2017

One arrested under NDPS Act
Crime Branch of Chandigarh Police arrested Rajwinder Singh @
Raju R/o # 116, Shivalik Vihar, Naya Gaon, Distt. Mohali (PB) near
chowk, Sector 3/4/9/10, Chandigarh and recovered 40 injections of
Buphrinorpine & pheniramine drugs from his possession. A case
FIR No.112, U/S 22 NDPS Act has been registered in PS-03,
Chandigarh.

12.

20.09.2017

Snatcher nabbed by HC Om Singh of PS-03
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success under the supervision of Sh. Ram
Gopal, SDPO/Central with the arrest of accused Avtar Singh S/o Late Sh. Dalip
Singh R/o House No. 55, Ward-I, Village Banur, Haweli Bassi, District- Patiala PB
age 23 years who was active in the city in snatching cases. The accused was
standing along with his black Platina Motor Cycle No. PB 65 AC 6819 in the dark
site. HC Om Singh No. 415/CP of PS-3, Chandigarh was on patrolling duty in this
area. He quickly acted upon wireless message of snatching/Robbery in Sector-15,
Chandigarh by motor cyclist bearing No. 6819 and apprehended the above said
accused who hit him on the face and his teeth is broken but HC Om Singh did not
give up and sat an example of bravery. A case FIR No. 195 dated 20.09.17 u/s
332,353 IPC PS-03, Chd has been registered against the accused on the
complaint of HC Om Singh, PS-3. Chandigarh and name of HC Om Singh, 415/CP
has been recommended for suitable reward.
Further Inspector Lakhvir Singh, SHO/PS-11 along with staff reached on the
spot and accused got arrested in case FIR No. 286 dt. 20.09.2017 u/s 392 IPC
PS-11, Chandigarh registered on the complaint of a lady R/o P.U, Campus Sector14, Chandigarh in which she had reported that one motor cyclist robbed her

purse when she was near Kisan Mandi Sector-15, Chandigarh. She only noted the
number 6819 of motor cycle.
During investigation the accused was produced before the Ld. Court and 1 day
Police remand has been obtained and the following cases have been worked out:
1.
2.

FIR No. 286 dt. 20.09.2017 u/s 392, 411 IPC PS-11, Chandigarh
FIR No. 50 dt. 23.02.2017 u/s 379,356, 411 IPC PS-17, Chandigarh

The detail of recovery till now from the accused is as under:1.
Brown Colour Purse
2.
Rs. 2000/3.
SBI ATM,
4.
Samsung Mobile Model J 7
5.
Mobile Phone make Lenovo IMEI No. 867296026832366

13.

25.03.2018

Thieves arrested
Chandigarh Police achieved a major success to work out recent
Auto theft and Misl. theft cases by the team led by SI Mohan Lal, I/C
PP Lake under the supervision of SHO/PS-03 and Sh. Ram Gopal, SDPO
Central Division with the arrest of accused who was active in city in Auto
theft and Misl. theft cases.
On 25.03.2018 information was received in Police Post Sukhna
Lake that a thieves has been apprehended at Budha Garden Parking. On
this information a police party headed by SI Mohan Lal I/C PP lake along
with police party reached on the spot and on the complaint of Miss.
Aanshu D/o Sh. Subash R/o # 2742, IInd Floor Sector- 40/C
Chandigarh, case FIR No. 37 dated 25.03.2018 U/s 379, 411 IPC PS-03
was registered against the accused namely Sukhwinder Singh S/o Billu
Singh R/o # 93, Sector-08/A, Chandigarh and recovered the stolen
articles i.e. one lady bag containing Rs. 1940/-, Aadhar Card, 01 Election
Commission Card and 01 Passport size Photo of complainant from his
possession and he was arrested.
On 26.03.2018 the accused was interrogated in other case FIR
No. 04 dated 14.01.2018 U/s 379 IPC PS-03 and after his arrest three
days Police remand was obtained from the court. Today i.e. 28.03.2018
on the disclosure statement of accused 01 Activa Honda stolen in the
case and one Alto Car stolen in case FIR No. 88 dated 06.06.2016 U/s
379 IPC PS-03 have been recovered from the possession with fake
number plates. So section 473 IPC is also added in both the cases.
Following FIRs have been worked out with the arrest accused person.
1
2
3

FIR No. 37 dt. 25.03.2018 U/s 379,411 IPC PS 03, Chd.
FIR No. 04 dated 14.01.2018 U/s 379, added 411,473 IPC PS 03
Chd.
FIR No. 88 dated 06.06.2016 U/s 379, added 411,473 IPC PS 03

14.

18.04.2018

Chd.
Recovered Items
S.N Recovered property
1
01 lady Bag containing Rs.
1940/-, 01 Aadhar Card, 01
Election Commission Card
and 01 Passport size Photo
of complainant
2
Activa Honda HP-40C-7665
With fake No. CH-01BL9965
3
Alto Car CH-03Q-8478
With fake No. PB-11AS8376
Gang of robbers arrested

Remarks
Stolen in FIR No. 37 dt.
25.03.2018 U/s 379,411 IPC PS
03, Chd.

Stolen in FIR No. 04
14.01.2018 U/s 379,
411,473 IPC PS 03 Chd
Stolen in FIR No. 88
06.06.2016 U/s 379,
411,473 IPC PS 03 Chd.

dated
added
dated
added

Chandigarh Police achieved a major success to work out recent
Gopal Sweets Robbery case of FIR No. 61 Dt. 18.04.2018 U/s 392, 34
IPC PS Sec 3, Chd by the joint team of Sub Division Central and Crime
Branch with the arrest of three accused.
The brief facts of the case are that on 17.04.2018, Sh.
Sharanjit Singh S/o Sh. Hari Gopal R/o # 765 Sec-8/B Chandigarh
stated that he is running a Pvt. Business in the name of M/s Gopal
Sweets Madhya Marg in Sector 8, Chandigarh. At about 9:15 PM, he
collected Rs. 6.25 lac from the shop and was carrying in a carry bag for
going home. His security guard Dalip was also with him, when they
reached near his car in the parking area, in the mean time, two boys
came there and one of them threw chilli powder in the eyes of security
guard Dalip and snatched the carry bag containing cash from the hands
of complainant. They followed the alleged persons for few distance, but
the alleged fled away with the help of third accused, who was waiting for
them at some distance on an Activa scooter.
Nitish Singh @ Niti is an Ex-Security guard of Gopal
Sweets, who left the job in the month of January 2018. Niti alongwith
his co-accused hatched a conspiracy to rob his ex-employer owner of
Gopal sweets. Niti was well aware of the cash movements of the shop.
They were trying to commit this crime since last 3 days before the day
of incident, but they couldn’t succeed due to one reason or another.
During the course of investigation, three accused namely
Janak Singh @ Lucky s/o Sh. Mohinder Singh R/o H No. 1718 Village
Kaimbwala, Chandigarh aged 32 Yrs, Nitish Singh @ Niti s/o Lt. Arjun
Singh r/o H No. 251 Village Kaimbwala, Chandigarh Aged 28 Yrs and
Deepak @ Deepu s/o Late Dyal Chand R/o H No. 129 Village Kaimbwala
Chandigarh Age 21 yrs have been arrested and amount of Rs. 4.43 Lac
has been recovered from their possession.

Detail of Recovered Items:
S.N Recovered property
4
01 Aadhar Card, 1 Passbook
of
Oriental
Bank,
1
Statement Boucher and
Cash Rs. 4.43 Lac.
5
Activa Honda CH01AB-2392
in
the
name
accused
Deepak’s mother

Remarks
Snatched in FIR No. 61 Dt.
18.04.2018 U/s 392, 34 IPC PS
Sec 3, Chd
Involved in FIR No. 61 Dt.
18.04.2018 U/s 392, 34 IPC PS
Sec 3, Chd

Profile of accused:1.

Janak Singh @ Lucky s/o Sh. Mohinder Singh R/o H No. 1718
Village Kaimbwala, Chandigarh age 32 Years, Pvt. Work (CCTV
Camera Installation), Education-12th Pass. Married
2. Nitish Singh @ Niti s/o Lt. Arjun Singh r/o H No. 251 Village
Kaimbwala, Chandigarh Age 28 Years, ex-security guard of Gopal
sweets, Education- 6th Class.
3. Deepak @ Deepu s/o Lt. Dyal Chand r/o H No. 129 Village
Kaimbwala Chandigarh Age 21 years, Work. Rock garden, Parking
attendant, Education- 10th Pass.
15.

01.01.2018 to
18.05.2018

Good work by Solving of heinous crime between 01.01.2018 to
18.05.2018 by staff of PS-03, Chandigarh
Police Station Sec-03 Chandigarh achieved major success to work out all
the heinous cases of the year i.e. Robbery cases, Snatching cases,
kidnapping cases and attempt to murder cases. The detail of worked out
cases appended below:Sr.
Head
FIR no./Date
U/S
No.
1)
Robbery
26
dated 341,365,392,34 IPC 2527.02.18
54-59 Arms Act 1959
2)
Robbery
61
Dt. 392, 34 IPC
18.04.2018
3)
Snatching
32 dated
379,356,34 IPC
18.03.2018
4)
Snatching
38/26.03.18
356,379,34 IPC
5)
Snatching
39/26.3.18
356,379,34 IPC
6)
Attempt to
97
dated 341,307,
34IPC
&
murder
10/05/18
25/54/59 Arms Act
7)
Kidnapping
47
Dated 363 IPC
31.03.18
8)
Kidnapping
93
DT. 363 IPC

06.05.18
Moreover, during the year 2018, total 56 cases under 68 (1)(B)
Punjab Police Act have been registered and 58 persons have been
apprehended while drinking at public place.
16.

20.07.2018

Arrest in cheating people for fake joining letter
The above noted case was registered on the complaint of Sh.
Rakesh Bhandari, Deputy Secretary, Punjab Raj Bhawan, Chandigarh in
which he reported that recruitment was processed by Punjab Raj Bhawan
for various post i.e. Peon, Gardener, driver, cleaner, cook etc. The
process of recruitment was completed and the list of selected persons
was declared. On 30.05.2018, a person approached complainant with a
fake joining letter of his relative that he had received this joining letter
through post. He was apprised that the letter was not issued by the
Punjab Raj Bhawan office. In this regard, above noted case was
registered in Police Station Sector 3, Chandigarh and investigation was
conducted by SI Mohan Lal.
During the course of investigation, one accused Himanshu Suman
S/o Gorkha Parsad R/o H.No. 111, near tower, Nayi Basti, Shivan, Bihar
age 26 years, was arrested on 18.07.2018 and he is in police custody till
22.07.2018. The main accused Naveen Singh @ Singh Saab s/o Ashok
Singh R/o Village Sasula, PS Major Ganj, Distt. Sitamadi, Bihar age 38
years, has also been arrested on 19.07.2018 from Delhi and today he will
be produced in court.
Modus Operandi
The accused persons were approaching the victims through
internet. They were alluring people/candidates for providing the jobs.
They were using cars to impress the candidates. With the arrest of
accused Himanshu Suman a Honda City car DL-9CU-2752 has been
recovered on his instances from Noida. The car is owned by Himanshu
Suman. They were getting the money from victims by providing fake
appointment letters. The accused persons were taking the money from
victim in the bank accounts.
The accused Naveen Singh was also arrested earlier in Bihar in
case of Cheating. The accused are in police custody and further
investigation and interrogation is going on.

17.

20.07.2018

Arrest in alluring and cheating people in pretext to send abroad
The above noted case was registered on the complaints of Arjun Thakur,
Dilraj Singh Sidhu, MandeepKaurRangi, Vikram, Akashpreet Singh, Vijay
Kumar, Kushal Singh Toor, AjitAnjan Singh,Sandeep Kumar, Rajat

Sharma, Yadwinder Singh, Harpreet Singh Dhindsa, RamanpreetKaur,
Paramveer Singh,Jagrup Singh, Rajesh Kumar Bansal, RakhaBansal,
RamilBansal, Ravish Bansal, Dinesh Kumar, Harinder Singh and others
from Chandigarh, Punjab and Haryana in which they alleged that
VinayakChitlangiMaheshwari has allured and cheated them to send
abroad for work visa and PR basis for Canada and others countries. The
above alleged person is has been arrested in Police station Sector 3,
Chandigarh and obtained 5 days Police remand until now 30 passports,
laptop, colored scanner, Colored printer, fake Canada visa Printouts and
other material is recovered from him. Moreover more recovery and
persons involved with him in this scam are yet to be verified,
investigation is on progress.
The modus operandi of these alleged persons is that they alluring the
people by citing advertisements in different sections of media. The
people coming for verification were allured by fake promises and huge
money was cheated from them.
18.

19.10.2018

Snatching case solved
In this case, complainant Ram Chander S/o Ram Haran R/o # 1276A
Dhanas Chandigarh reported that on dated 11.10.18 at about 12.38 hours,
he sat in an auto rickshaw from PGI gate, when he reached near GH Sec16 Chandigarh, he gave 10 Rs. to auto rickshaw driver. Driver snatched
his purse from his hand and fled away from there. He couldn’t note down
the number of auto rickshaw. During the course of investigation with
hard work and secret information, on 19.10.18 two young persons namely
Rajat @ Golu Singh S/o Jarnail Singh R/o # 32 DMC Chandigarh age 26
yrs. and Ravi S/o Goverdhan R/o # 4740 Sec-38 West Chandigarh age
30 yrs. have been arrested and snatched items have been recovered
from the accused persons.

19.

26.10.2018

Motor Vehicle theft case sovled
On dated 26.10.2018 officials of Police station 3 achieved success for
solving the Motorcycle theft case FIR No. 203 Dated 12.10.2018 U/S
379, 411 IPC PS-03, UT, Chandigarh. This case registered in which
Complainant stated that on dated 10.10.2018 he parked his M/Cycle No.
CH 01 AU 8765 Hero Honda Make Splendor Color Blue in the parking of
Lake sports compiex. When he returned back he did not found his
M/Cycle at the place of parking.
During the course of investigation/search, HC Suresh Kumar 829/CP
along with police party at stair No. 2 down parking back side PP Lake
have apprehended thieves i.e. Rajinder Singh s/o Ramesh Chand R/o
H.No. 646, Village Kishangarh, Chandigarh age 20 years and Manoj Patel
s/o Ramsanjivan Patel R/o # 137 Village Kishangarh, Chandigarh age 21
years along with stolen motor cycle CH 01 AU 8765.

20.

16.12.2018

Servant Tenant Verification Camp and Drug Awareness Camp
Today a servant Tenant verification camp and drug awareness camp in
association with Alcoholic anonymous was held at village Kaimbwala. 160
residents of village Kaimbwala gave information about their tenants by
filling tenant forms. People were made aware about bad effects of
alcohol and drugs. 2000 pamphlets on drug awareness were distributed
throughout the village Kaimbwala.

21.

12.01.2019

Missing/Found Child Traced
On 12.01.19, a person named Amrinder Singh S/o Sh. Inder R/o H.No.
123 Singha Devi Colony, Naya Gaon, Distt. Mohali PB came to police
station along with one child (boy) aged about 03 years. He handed over
the child to the police and stated that the said child was roaming on the
road near Gurudwara Sec-8 Chandigarh. There was an apprehension that
the child can meet with an accident or go into wrong hands. On this,
photo of the child was circulated in Whtsapp group of police station Sec03 Chandigarh as well as on other groups of Chandigarh police for the
information. Wireless message was also flashed through control room.
Thereafter all the beat parties of police station Sec-03 Chandigarh who
were on patrolling duty in the respective areas started an extensive
search for the parents of the boy. After some time, the father of child
namely Bhinashen Toppe S/o Vivay Toppe R/o # 346 Sec-9/D Chandigarh
approached a beat party of police station Sec-03 and informed them
about his missing boy Anish Toppe. The beat party showed him the
photograph of the child and he recognized his son. At the police station,
the boy Anish Toppe was looked after by L/Const. Seema no. 1717/CP.
After completion of the verification formalities, the boy Anish Toppe
was handed over to his father Bhinashen Toppe R/o # 346 Sec-9/D,
Chandigarh.

22.

17.08.2019

Battery theft cases solved
In the recent days, there was a spate of battery thefts of two wheelers
from the parking area of Punjab & Haryana High Court, back side PB &
HR Civil Secretariat and from backside of KendriyaSadan, Sector-9
Chandigarh. A total number of 07 cases of battery thefts were
registered in police station Sector-3 Chandigarh.
A special team under the supervision of Insp.
NeerajSarna, SHO/PS Sec-03 was constituted to nab the thief.
Yesterday, at about 08:45 PM, a naka was deployed near Rock Garden
and Sushil Kumar S/o Sada Ram R/o B.O. 15-2620 New Deep Nagar,
Randhawa Road, Sec-10 Kharar, PB age 30 years was apprehended while
coming on a two wheeler make Pleasure No. PB 32 N-7694 and stolen
battery was recovered from his possession. During the course of
investigation, 31 batterieshave been recovered from the accused so far.

Profile of the accused:Name:-Sushil Kumar
Father’s name:-Sada Ram
Age-30 years
Qualification:- School drop out
Occupation:-working as part time waiter at tavern at Kharar.
Martial status:- married and having one son
Drug addict, injects injections of AvalNorphine
Modus Operandi:- The accused used to carry a Zomatodelivery bag with
him and preferably was targeting Bullet M/cycles. The accused would
park his two-wheeler adjacent to the vehicle in a parking lot and within
3-4 minutes used to remove the battery and put it in the Zomatobag. In
a period of one hour, the accused used to remove 12-14 batteries from a
parking lot. The accused used to sell the stolen batteries in Apnimandi
and tonight street vendors.
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On 02.06.2020 between 7 to 7:25 PM, an incident of firing occurred at Wine Shop, SCF
No. 18 Sector 9/D, Chandigarh in which two unknown persons shot at wine shop in which 04
persons were injured and offenders after firing escaped in a honda amaze car from the
spot.
Thereafter a case FIR No. 60, Date- 02.06.2020, U/s 307, 34 IPC & 25/27/54/59 Arms
Act, PS-North, Chandigarh was registered on the complaint of Sh Akbar Khan S/o Sh Naik
Mohammad R/o Village Chakwari, Tehsil Nurpur, District Kangra, Himachal Pradesh.
During the course of investigation, CCTV footage of the spot were
obtained in which two boys were seen having fire arms with them and they were seen
firing. On further investigation on 11.06.2020, IO received a secret information and acting
upon the same one accused namely Vainkat Garg S/o Abhinash Garg R/o H.No 320, Channan
Colony, Ambala, Haryana Age 22 Yrs was nabbed from Naraingarh(Ambala) and thereafter
he was arrested after his confession of the crime. Section 212 of IPC has also been added
in present case as he provided shelter to other accused persons. He also helped other
accused persons in getting weapons. Today he was produced in the court and police remand
of 04 days has been obtained for recovery of weapon and vehicle used in committing the
crime and to nab other co-accused. Further investigation is going on.
On 02.06.2020 at about 7:25 PM, an incident of firing occurred at Wine Shop, SCF No. 18
Sector 9/D, Chandigarh in which two unknown persons fired gunshots at wine shop in which
04 persons were injured and offenders after firing escaped in a car from the spot.
Thereafter a case FIR No. 60, Date- 02.06.2020, U/s 307, 34 IPC added 212 IPC &
25/27/54/59 Arms Act, PS-North, Chandigarh was registered on the complaint of Sh
Akbar Khan S/o Sh Naik Mohammad R/o Village Chakwari, Tehsil Nurpur, District Kangra,
Himachal Pradesh.
During the course of investigation, on 11.06.2020 one accused namely
Vainkat Garg S/o Abhinash Garg was nabbed from Naraingarh and thereafter he was
arrested after his confession of the crime. 04 days police remand of accused was obtained
for recovery of weapon and vehicle used in crime.
During investigation on 13.06.2020, after recording the statements of witnesses as well as
disclosure statement of the accused Vainkat, two cars i.e. Honda Amaze No. HR02-AQ4372 from Jagadhari and Maruti Alto No. HR26-0496 from Naraingarh have been
recovered which were used in the commission of crime. Further investigation for recovery
of weapons and vehicles used is going on.
As per the investigation and disclosure of accused in custody, identity of two criminals has
been established as Amarpreet @ Rinku @ Topi and Devender Chawla.
Amarpreet @ Rinku @ Topi is a resident of Pehowa, Kurukshetra and involved in more than
10 cases of Arms act, Murder and Firing in Haryana and Punjab. He has also been involved
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in similar firings at liquor contractors in Haryana.
Devender Chawla is a resident of Hansi, Hisar and involved in more than 13 cases of Arms
act, Murder and Firing in Haryana and Punjab. He is alleegedly accused in murder of a Jail
Official at Hisar, Haryana.
This incident of firing was executed on the direction of Lawrence Bishnoi, who is currently
lodged in Jail in Rajasthan. Lawrence Bishnoi directed Deepu Banur, Kala Rana & Vainket
and others to get it executed. This firing was executed to threaten liquor contractors for
getting ransom or stakes in the liquor business. Deepu Banur was also lodged in Ambala Jail
and has been brought on Production warrant by Chandigarh Police.
Deepu Banur, Kala Rana & Vainket executed this incident with the help of many other
notorious as well as petty criminals. Extensive searches are being made at various places in
Punjab and Haryana to nab these criminals and break the complete nexus of gangsters.
On 02.06.2020 at about 7:25 PM, an incident of firing occurred at Wine Shop, SCF No. 18
Sector 9/D, Chandigarh in which two unknown persons fired gunshots at wine shop in which
04 persons were injured and offenders after firing escaped in a car from the spot.
Thereafter a case FIR No. 60, Date- 02.06.2020, U/s 307, 34 IPC added 212 IPC &
25/27/54/59 Arms Act, PS-North, Chandigarh was registered on the complaint of Sh
Akbar Khan S/o Sh Naik Mohammad R/o Village Chakwari, Tehsil Nurpur, District Kangra,
Himachal Pradesh.
During the course of investigation, teams of Central Sub Division under the supervision of
SDPO Central Krishan Kumar led by Insp. Jaspal Singh, Insp. Ram Rattan and SI. Naveen
Kumar conducted the operations and on 11.06.2020 one accused namely Vainket Garg S/o
Abhinash Garg was nabbed from Naraingarh and thereafter he was arrested after his
confession of the crime. 04 days police remand of accused was obtained for recovery of
weapon and vehicle used in crime.
Profile of accused:
Vainkat Garg S/o Abhinash Garg R/o H.No. 320 Chanan Colony Ambala HR Age 22 years
Previous History:
1.
FIR No. 80 dtd 27.03.2011 U/s 323, 325, 34, 506 IPC PS Naraingarh Ambala HR.
2.
FIR No. 44 dtd 22.03.2017 U/s 394 IPC PS Naraingarh Ambala HR
3.
FIR No. 203 dtd 17.06.2017 U/s 25-54-59 Arms Act, PS Naraingarh Ambala HR.
During investigation on 13.06.2020 after recording the statements of witnesses as well as
disclosure statement of accused, two cars i.e. Honda Amaze No. HR02-AQ-4372 from
Jagadhari and Maruti Alto No. HR26-0496 from Naraingarh have been recovered which
were used in the crime.
On 16.06.2020, Chandigarh police has achived another success by recovering automatic
pistol with 03 live cartridges and a magazine from the garage of one Sumit Kumar Bhatia,
who was evading his arrest and a Car bearing No. CH01AQ 0185 make Audi was also
recovered from his Farm House, situated at Patiala Road, Zirakpur, Punjab. Two mobile
phones of Vainket Garg have also been recovered on his disclosure. These mobile handsets
are likely to have evidence/clues about the crimes committed in Chandigarh.
On 02.06.2020 at about 7:25 PM, a firing incident was occurred at Wine Shop, SCF No. 18
Sector 9/D, Chandigarh in which two unknown persons shot fired at wine shop, in which 04
persons were injured. After firing the offenders were escaped in a car from the spot.
Thereafter, a case FIR No. 60, Dated- 02.06.2020, U/s 307, 34 IPC & 25/27/54/59 Arms
Act, PS-North, Chandigarh was registered on the complaint of Sh Akbar Khan S/o Sh Naik
Mohammad R/o Village Chakwari, Tehsil Nurpur, District Kangra, Himachal Pradesh.
During the course of investigation, CCTV footage of the spot were obtained and analyzed in
which two persons were seen who shot fired at Wine Shop, SCF No. 18 Sector 9/D,
Chandigarh and fled away from the spot.
During the course of investigation, teams constituted under the supervision of SDPO
Central Krishan Kumar led by Insp. Jaspal Singh/SHO-03 & Insp. Ram Rattan/SHOSRP have achieved day to day achievements and the same is as under : On 11.06.2020, after receiving secret information and acting upon the same, one accused
namely Vainket Garg S/o Abhinash Garg was nabbed from Naraingarh and after verifying
facts and his confession he was arrested. During investigation, 04 days police remand of
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the accused was obtained for recovery of used weapon & vehicle in crime and to nab his
other associates.
Profile of accused: Vainkat Garg S/o Abhinash Garg R/o H.No. 320
Chanan Colony Ambala HR Age 22 years.
Previous History/involvement:
1.
FIR No. 80 dtd 27.03.2011 U/s 323, 325, 34, 506 IPC PS Naraingarh Ambala
Haryana.
2.
FIR No. 44 dtd 22.03.2017 U/s 394 IPC PS Naraingarh Ambala Haryana.
3.
FIR No. 203 dtd 17.06.2017 U/s 25-54-59 Arms Act, PS Naraingarh Ambala
Haryana.
On 13.06.2020, after recording the statements of witnesses as well as
discloser statement of accused, (2) two cars i.e. Honda Amaze No. HR02-AQ-4372 from
Jagadhari and Maruti Alto No. HR26-0496 from Naraingarh have been recovered and
taken into police possession, as the same were used in the crime.
As per investigation conducted and discloser statement of accused in
custody, two criminals have been identified as Amarpreet @ Rinku @ Topi and Devender
Chawla.
Amarpreet @ Rinku @ Topi is a resident of Pehowa, District
Kurukshetra, Hr who is involved in more than 10 cases of Arms act, Murder and Firing in
Haryana and Punjab. He is also involved in similar firing incident on liquor contractor in
Haryana.
Devender Chawla is a resident of Hansi, District Hisar, Hr who is also
involved in more than 13 cases of Arms act, Murder and Firing in Haryana and Punjab. He is
also accused in murder of a Jail Official at Hisar, Haryana.
On the discloser of Vainkat that he handed over a pistol to one Sumit
Bhatia at his Zirakpur Garage, on the direction of Amarpreet Singh @ Topi on 16.06.2020,
an automatic pistol with 03 live cartridges alongwith magazine were recovered from the
garage of accused Sumit Kumar Bhatia, who is evading his arrest. On the same day a Car
bearing No. CH01AQ 0185 make Audi was also recovered from a Farm House situated at
Patiala Road, Zirakpur, Punjab. During further course of investigation (02) two mobile
phones of Vainket Garg have also been on his discloser statement, the recovered mobile
phone are being analyzed thoroughly for links related to these incident and criminals
involved.
Profile of accused:
Sumit Kumar Bhatia S/o Parshant Bhatia R/o # 548,
Sector 48, Chandigarh Age 35 Yrs.
Previous History/involvement:
1.
FIR No. 02 dtd 03.01.214 U/s 25-54-59 Arms Act, PS Sec-31, Chandigarh.
The present incident of firing was done on the direction of Lawrence
Bishnoi (Gangster) who is presently confined in Rajasthan Jail. As per direction of
Lawrence Bishnoi, Deepu Banur, Kala Rana & Vainkat and others have done this incident.
The firing was done to threaten the liquor contractors for getting ransom or stakes their
hold in the liquor business. Deepu Banur was confined in Ambala Jail and he has been
brought on Production warrant by Chandigarh Police.
Deepu Banur, Kala Rana & Vainkat done this incident with the help of
many other notorious as well as petty criminals. Extensive searches are being made to nab
these criminals and break the complete nexus of gangsters. The further investigation of
the case is in progress.
On 02.06.2020 at about 7:25 PM, an incident of firing occurred at Wine Shop, SCF No. 18
Sector 9/D, Chandigarh in which two unknown persons fired gunshots at wine shop. In
which 04 persons were injured and offenders after firing escaped in a car from the spot.
Thereafter a case FIR No. 60, Date- 02.06.2020, U/s 307, 34 IPC added 212 IPC &
25/27/54/59 Arms Act, PS-North, Chandigarh was registered on the complaint of Sh
Akbar Khan S/o Sh Naik Mohammad R/o Village Chakwari, Tehsil Nurpur, District Kangra,
Himachal Pradesh.
During the course of investigation, teams of Central Sub Division under the supervision of
SDPO Central Krishan Kumar led by Insp. Jaspal Singh, Insp. Ram Rattan and SI. Naveen
Kumar conducted the operations and on 18.06.2020, Chandigarh police has achived a

success by recovering a Car bearing No. HR01AJ6400 make Toyota Fortuner. Car was
recovered from the Farmhouse of Manjinder Singh Virk in Village Kumhar Majra, District
Kurukshetra, PS Ismailabaad, Haryana. During investigation it has been revealed that
Manjinder Singh Virk alongwith two other accused namely Mandeep @ Jeona R/o Ambala,
Haryana and Ranjit Singh @ janty R/o Ismailabaad, Kurukshetra, Haryana were also
accompanying and assisting Amarpreet @ Rinku and Devender Chawla in executing firing
incident at Liquor Shop, Sector 9, Chandigarh. Mandeep, Manjinder and Ranjit Singh used
this Fortuner vehicle for carrying shooters from one place to another for carrying these
firing incidents. A night before the Sector 9, Chandigarh incident all of them stayed in a
Flat in Kharar, Punjab. On the day of incident, 02 June 2020, these criminals came in this
above said Fortuner and one Honda Amaze car for firing at Sector 9, Liquor shop. Honda
Amaze car had already been recovered from Jagadhari, Yamunanagar.
Also in Sector 33 firing this vehicle was used for carrying shooters and these shooters
were further shifted in Ford Ikon car. After firing in Sector 33 incident, shooters also ran
away using this vehicle leaving behind the Ford Ikon. These gangsters have also committed
similar firing incidents at liquor contractors in Haryana for capturing stakes in liquor
contracts by threatening these contractors. This time they had planned similar incidents in
Chandigarh to threaten the liquor contractors of Chandigarh and thereby capture stakes in
liquor shop contracts. Chandigarh Police has cracked their nexus and foiled their plans by
unfolding the complete conspiracy and arresting number of accused involved in these
incidents. Extensive searches are being made to nab remaining criminals and break the
complete nexus of gangsters.

28.
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Flag March to sensitize people in view of Covid-19
Keeping in view of the spread of covid 19, senior officers passed
direction to sensitize the public to wear face masks and maintain social
distancing.
Today flag marches were carried out under the supervision of SDPO
Central at the areas of PS- 03 i.e. Sector-8, 9, 10 and markets,
During the flag March public announcement were also made to the local
residents and shopkeepers of locality and sensitized them about legal
action taken by the local police against the people not following
guidelines of social distancing and not wearing of mask.
Apart from this 28 challan is issued for without wearing mask
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17 nos of costly bicycles worth of Rs 2,25,000/- recovered
Chandigarh police officials of police station Sec 03, Chd has succeeded
to work out a bicycle theft case within 3 hours by recovering 17 nos of
costly bicycles worth of Rs 2,25,000/- approximately under the
supervision of Sh. Krishan Kumar, DSP/Central and InspSher Singh,
SHO/PS 03, Chd from the accused namely Neemkanta resident of
Village Kansal, Distt Mohali, Punjab
That, on 20.08.20, a case FIR No 77 dated 20.08.20 u/s 379 IPC was
registered on the complaint of Sh. Adesh Kumar S/o Sh. Rattan Lal R/o
Village Khuda Ali Sher, near school, Chd, who stated that today i.e.
20.08.20, he came Leisure Valley Sec 10, Chd for morning walk on his
cycle Hero Sprint colour red & sky blue. After some time, when he came
back, found that his cycle was not there, as someone has stolen his cycle.
During the course of investigation, ASI Ram Diya along with police party
has geared up his source of information and a secret informer informed
that one person namely Neemkanta resident of VillKansal, Mohali Punjab

would come towards Chandigarh Club on stolen cycle and going the sale it.
On this information, a naka near Chandigarh Club, Sec 1, Chd laid down.
After some time, one person seeing coming towards naka and the secret
informed signaled towards him being cycle thieve. On this, the said
cyclist was stopped and asked about the cycle. He could not give any
satisfactory reply in respect of said cycle. Later, it revealed that the
said cycle was stolen by the said person from parking Leisure Valley Sec
10, Chd and going to sale it. The said person disclosed his name as
Neemkanta S/o Amar Singh R/o Village Kansal, near Gurudwara, Mohali
Punjab Age 38 years, who was arrested in the said case and stolen cycle
was recovered accordingly.
During the interrogation, the accused disclosed that he had stolen many
cycles from the different parks and the same has been concealed in the
jungle area back side Punjab & Haryana High Court. On the identification
of the accused 16 cycles have been recovered accordingly.
Accused
Description
Property
Previous
Recovery
Involvement
in cases
Neemkanta
Age 38 years
Total 17
-S/o Amar
Married
cycles
Singh R/o
Qualification – illitrate
Village
Residing with wife and
Value Kansal, near son age 02 years
Rs2,25,000/Gurudwara,
Occupation - Cook at fast
Mohali
food shop situated at
Punjab
Khuda Ali Sher, Chd
Modus Operndi
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The accusedgo to the different parks in the early
morning and check / identify the cycles park in
the parking areas and break the locks of the
cycle and took away by stealing it.

Chandigarh Police has found success by arresting one accused involved in
a firing incident occurred at ESKO Bars, SCO No. 145-146, Sector-9/C,
Chandigarh.
A case was registered on the complaint of Akash S/o Ram Lakhan R/o
754, Preet Colony, Zirakpur, Distt Mohali, Punjab in which he reported
that on 11.10.2020 at about 11.30 PM, he alongwith his friends came to
ESKO Bars, SCO No. 145-146, Sector-9/C, Chandigarh where Movis
Bains & his friends assaulted them. Thereafter, complainant alongwith
his friends came out from the basement of the ESKO Bars. In meanwhile
Movis Bains & his friends came there and shot fired upon them in which
his friend Sourav received injures on thigh and they fled away from the
spot.
During the course of investigation, on 25.10.2020, based on a secret

information received, a naka was laid down near 3/4/9/10 Chowk where
one co-accused namely Sukhdeep @ Sukhi S/o Raj Kumar R/o VPO
#8797/1, Street No. 02, New Vijay Nagar, Chudhpur Road, Ludhiana Age
21 years has been arrested.
During interrogation, the co-accused Sukhdeep @ Sukhi admitted that
on 11.10.2020, he along with his friends were involved in firing incident
occurred at Esko Bar SCO No. 145-146 Sector 9, Chandigarh.
The accused Sukhdeep Singh @ Sukhi has been produced before the
Hon’ble Court and obtained 08 days police custody remand. The further
investigation of the case is going on to nab other accused in the case.
31.
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Chandigarh Police has succeeded by nabbing two drug suppliers on
different nakas and recovered i.e.608 grmsCharas and 112.58
GrmHeroine worth of Rs 12 lacs approximately under the supervision of
Sh. Krishan Kumar, SDPO/Central and InspSher Singh, SHO/PS 03, Chd.
On in the intervening night of 26/27.10.2020, special nakaswere laid in
the jurisdiction of this police station in view of forthcoming festival
session & recent firing incidents and the suspected vehicles / persons
were being checked under the supervision of Sh. Krishan Kumar
SDPO/Central and Insp. Sher Singh SHO/PS-3, Chandigarh.
During naka checking on in the intervening night of 26/27.10.2020 near
dividing road Sec 2/11 & PEC Light Point SI Dalip Singh along with police
officials apprehend a motorcyclist. On suspicion and recovered 608
GrmCharas from his possession which he was carrying without any permit
or license. Later on, he disclosed his name Vineet Thakur S/o Lt Sh. Ram
Singh Thakur R/o H no 14, Village NayaGaon, Distt Mohali Punjab. Age 32
Yrs. Thereafter, a case FIR No 97 dated 26.10.2020 u/s 20 NDPS Act,
PS 03, UT, Chd has been registered against him.
During naka checking on 26.10.2020 naka dividing road Sec 8/9 near
chowk Sec 4/5/8/9, SI Narinder Singh along with police officials
apprehend a person on suspicion and recovered 112.58 grams Heroine
from his possession which he was carrying without any permit or license.
Later on, he disclosed his name Jaswinder @ Jassa @ Jass S/o Fhuman
Singh
R/o
Village
ChaharMajra,
Tehsil
Anandpur
Sahib
NoorpurBediDisttRopoar, Punjab Age 24 Yrs. Thereafter, a case FIR No
98 dated 27.10.2020 u/s 21 NDPS Act, PS 03, UT, Chd has been
registered against him.
The accused persons have been arrested and produced before the
Hon’ble court and obtain 02 days police custody remand. During further
investigation, the source of procuring recovered substance to be
established and involvement of other persons who supplied the
recovered substance to be examined.

32.

02.11.20220

Wanted Criminals of Shooting arrested
In view of recent firing incident at Sector-09 & Sector-22. Chandigarh

police has started a crack down on criminals active in the region on the
direction of senior officers. In this regard Chandigarh Police, conducting
various operations received information that some criminals wanted in
shooting cases in Punjab are coming to Chandigarh to stay for few days
and planning to commit criminal incident in the area, who might be linked
with the recent shooting incidents.
This information was further developed by a team of Sub Division
Central led by Sh. Krishan Kumar, DSP/Central consisting of SHO/PS-03
& SHO/PS-17 and other police personnel of Central Sub Division to
further pin pointing the exact location and timings of their movement.
After confirming the information trap/nakas were laid to nab the
accused. The team successfully nabbed the criminal in a short operation.
1.

SR.No
1.

On the intervening night of 31/1-10/11-2020 the naka
was laid down at Madhya Marg near Sindhi Sweets Sector08, Chandigarh and the vehicles were being checked. At
about 12.01 AM, a vehicle bearing registration no. PB 31 V
0011, Endeavour, white color came towards Police party.
After seeing, Police party the person who sat on adjoining
seat of driver tried to flee away from there but due to
alertness/attentiveness of Police personnel, the person
namely Varun Garg S/o Somnath R/o # M002, Jaisurya
Sunrise Green Society Zirakpur, Punjab, Age-35 years was
apprehended and on his checking, 03 live cartridges were
recovered from his possession, on doubt the driver namely
Kuldip Singh S/o Bhura Singh R/o Vill Gagowal The & District,
Mansa, Punjab, Age-32 years of the above said car was also
checked and recovered a revolver alongwith 02 live
Cartridges from his possession. They were asked about any
valid license/permit but they could not be produced any valid
documents to carry weapon in Chandigarh and a FIR No. 101
dated 1.11.2020 u/s 25/54/59 Arms Act, Police Station
Sector-03, Chandigarh was registered against them. The
detail of the accused are as under:Accused
details
Varun
Garg
S/o Somnath
R/o # M002,
Jaisurya
Sunrise Green
Society
Zirakpur,
Punjab, Age-

Case Detial
101
dated
1.11.2020 u/s
25/54/59
Arms
Act,
Police Station
Sector-03,
Chandigarh

Property
recovered
03
live
cartridges

Criminal
History
-

35 years
Kuldip Singh
S/o
Bhura
Singh R/o Vill
Gagowal The &
District,
Mansa,
Punjab, Age32 years

2.

101
dated
1.11.2020 u/s
25/54/59
Arms
Act,
Police Station
Sector-03,
Chandigarh

a
revolver
alongwith 02
live
Cartridges

-

Both the accused have been produced before the Hon’ble
Court and obtained 01 day Police custody remand. The further
investigation of the case is going on.
2.

SR.No
1.

3.

A naka was also laid down at Main Road near
TDI/Mall/Poison Club Sector-17, Chandigarh and the vehicles
were being checked. At about 11.30 AM, a vehicle bearing
registration no. PB 45 A 0005, Mahindra Scorpio, white color
came towards Police party. After seeing, Police party the
driver of the aforesaid vehicle tried to flee away from there
but the person namely Lakhwinder Singh S/o Surjit Singh
R/o # 13607, Ganesha Basti, Gali No. 3, Bhatinda, Punjab
Age-31 years was apprehended by Police party and on his
checking, a country made Pistol alongwith a magazine and 07
live cartridges were recovered from his possession. A Case
FIR No. 183 dated 1.11.2020 u/s 25/54/59 Arms Act, Police
Station Sector-17, Chandigarh was registered against him.
The detail of the accused is as under:Accused
details
Lakhwinder
Singh
S/o
Surjit Singh
R/o # 13607,
Ganesha
Basti, Gali No.
3, Bhatinda,
Punjab Age-31
years

Case Detial
A Case FIR
No. 183 dated
1.11.2020 u/s
25/54/59
Arms
Act,
Police Station
Sector-17,
Chandigarh
was
registered
against him.

Property
recovered
a
country
Pistol
alongwith
07
live
cartridges

Criminal
History
-

On the naka, at about 1.30 AM, a vehicle bearing

registration no. DL 8CW 4242, Swift Car, white color was
coming towards naka and stopped his vehicle by seeing Police
party. When the Police officials reached near aforesaid
vehicle, the driver of the vehicle fled away to see naka. But
due to alertness of Police officials, the vehicle was chased
and stopped near round about 7/8/18/19. On checking,
persons namely Amritpal Singh S/o Sukhdev Singh R/o # 54,
Kharake Wali Gali, Mahiraj Basti, Rampura Phool, Distt.
Bahtinda, Punjab Age-45 years was apprehended with one
Revolver alongwith 05 live cartridges who was driving the
said car and Harpreet Singh S/o Jarnail Singh R/o Vill
Achanak, PO Saidwala, Distt Mansa Punjab Age- 29 years was
apprehended with 07 live cartridges was apprehended who
was sitting on adjoining seat of driver. A Case FIR No. 184
dated 1.11.2020 u/s 25/54/59 Arms Act, Police Station
Sector-17, Chandigarh was registered against them. The
detail of the accused are as under:SR.No
1.

2.

33.
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Accused
details
Amritpal
Singh
S/o
Sukhdev
Singh R/o #
54, Kharake
Wali
Gali,
Mahiraj
Basti,
Rampura
Phool, Distt.
Bahtinda,
Punjab Age45 years
Harpreet
Singh
S/o
Jarnail Singh
R/o
Vill
Achanak, PO
Saidwala,
Distt Mansa
Punjab Age29 years

Case Detial
A Case FIR
No. 184 dated
1.11.2020 u/s
25/54/59
Arms
Act,
Police Station
Sector-17,
Chandigarh

A Case FIR
No. 184 dated
1.11.2020 u/s
25/54/59
Arms
Act,
Police Station
Sector-17,
Chandigarh

Property
recovered
one Revolver
alongwith 05
live
cartridges

Criminal
History
-

07
live
cartridges

-

Wanted criminals in Firing case arrested
Chandigarh Police has achieved a major success by working out recent

firing case at ESKO Bar SCO No. 145-146 Sector 8, Chandigarh in case
FIR No. 90 Dt. 12.10.20 U/s 307,34 IPC, 25/27/54/59 Arms Act PS 03,
Chd and by arresting two main accused, who are dreaded criminals and
one juvenile after gearing up source of information under the supervision
of Sh. Krishan Kumar DSP/Central assisted by Insp Sher Singh, SHO/PS
03 and Insp Ram Rattan, SHO/PS 17,Chd.
The above said case was registered on the complaint of
Mr. Akash S/o Ram Lakhan R/o 754 Preet Colony Zirakpur, Distt Mohali
PB who stated that on 11.10.20, at about 9:30 pm, he along with Saurab
and Kunal came at ESKO Bar SCO No. 145-146 Sector 8, Chandigarh and
were sitting on a table in ESKO Bar and other persons namely Movish
Bains with his three friend and one girl were sitting on another table.
After some time, they started dancing, where Movish Bains and Saurab
started quarreled with each other on some issue and Movish Bains
slapped Sourabh on the dance floor. Thereafter, both parties came out
from the bar, where Movish and his friend a healthy boy fired three
shots upon Saurab and his friends. Resultantly, one fire shot hit on the
right thigh of Saurab and the said boy along with Movish Bains sped away
from the spot and the injured person Saurab was rushed to PGI, Chd.
During the course of investigation, a special team under
the supervision of Sh. Krishan Kumar DSP/Central assisted by Insp. Sher
Singh, SHO/PS Sec-03 and Insp Ram Rattan, SHO/PS 17, Chd has been
constituted to nab the alleged accused persons. The sources of
information have been geared up and an information given by the secret
informer that the main accused persons in firing case at ESKO Bar,
sector 09 Chandigarh would go through jungle road Village Kaimbwala,
Chandigarh. On this information, a naka accompanied with the
complainant and victim was laid near T-Point, Village Kaimbwala and
checking of vehicles & passerby was started accordingly. After some
time, three boys seen coming towards naka and on this, the complainant
& victim has identified the accused persons. When the police party
moved towards the accused persons to nab them, suddenly the main
accused namely Sagar Neutran has pulled pistol from his pocket and
tried to shot fire on police party. During this a scuffle started in which
police party caught hold of him and ensured that he is not able to press
the trigger, and snatched his pistol from his hand after taking control
over him. This way they showed an act of exemplary bravery and
diverted an unfortunate incident by putting their life in danger. During
this two other boys were also nabbed by the police party. A weapon i.e.
.32 bore pistol along with three live cartridges were recovered from the
possession of the main accused namely Sagar Neutran. Thereafter, the
main accused Sagar Neutran R/o Ludhiana, Punjab Age 22 years and
Movish Bains S/o R/o Ludhiana, Punjab have been arrested and one
juvenile who was also involved in the present case has also been
apprehended on identification of the complainant & victim accordingly.
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During interrogation, they disclosed that on 11.10.2020,
at about 9.30 pm, they along with his friend and one girl came at Esko
Bar SCO No. 145-146 Sector 9 Chandigarh for birthday party and in the
meantime other party namely SauravGujjar, Akash and Kunal came to the
bar and sit on another table. During party, SauravJuggar went to dance
floor for dancing, in the mean time Sagar Neutran also came on the
dance floor and both Sagar Newton and Saurav Gujjar starting argument
between each other on throwing currency notes. Resultantly, Sagar
Neutran slapped Saurav Gujjar. Thereafter, both parties starting
manhandling with each other and they came out from the Bar where
Sagar Neutran has shot fired upon Saurav Gujjar and his friend and one
bullet hit right thigh of the Saurav Gujjar. Thereafter, they sped away
from the spot.
During interrogation, the accused persons namely Sagar Neutran and
Moviesh Bains have disclosed that they have more arms & ammunition,
which is concealed with their associates and they can get it recovered
the said arms & ammunition from them.
Sagar Neutron is a dreaded gangster of Punjab and
active in extortion activities nearby Ludhiana. He is involved in several
heinous crimes including murders and firings.
The accused persons are habitual criminals and after
taking police remand more recoveries could be affected in respect of
other cases registered in different police stations.
Arrest and recovery of illegal weapon in firing case
Chandigarh Police has achieved a major success by working out recent
firing case at ESKO Bar SCO No. 145-146 Sector 8, Chandigarh in case
FIR No. 90 Dt. 12.10.20 U/s 307,34 IPC, 25/27/54/59 Arms Act PS 03,
Chd and by recovering 02 more revolver and 01 pistol with magazine
used by dreaded criminals after gearing up source of information under
the supervision of Sh. Krishan Kumar DSP/Central assisted by Insp. Sher
Singh, SHO/PS 03,Chd.
The above said case was registered on the complaint of
Mr. Akash S/o Ram Lakhan R/o 754 Preet Colony Zirakpur, Distt Mohali
PB who stated that on 11.10.20, at about 9:30 pm, he along with Saurab
and Kunal came at ESKO Bar SCO No. 145-146 Sector 8, Chandigarh and
were sitting on a table in ESKO Bar and other persons namely Movish
Bains with his three friend and one girl were sitting on another table.
After some time, they started dancing, where Movish Bains and Saurab
started quarreled with each other on some issue and Movish Bains
slapped Sourabh on the dance floor. Thereafter, both parties came out
from the bar, where Movish and his friend a healthy boy fired three
shots upon Saurab and his friends. Resultantly, one fire shot hit on the
right thigh of Saurab and the said boy along with Movish Bains sped away
from the spot and the injured person Saurab was rushed to PGI, Chd.
During the course of investigation, a special team under
the supervision of Sh. Krishan Kumar DSP/Central assisted by Insp. Sher

Singh, SHO/PS Sec-03 arrested all the accused i.e. Sukhpreet @ Sukhi,
Sagar Neutran, Movish Bains and one juvenile. On the disclosure
statement of Sagar Neutran one country made .32 Bore Pistol alongwith
2 magzine and 6 live cartridges were recovered. Beside this two country
made revolvers & one country made .32 Bore pistol alongwith one
magazine & 03 live cartridges were also recovered on his instance.
During interrogation, accused Sagar Neutran disclosed
that Bagga Khan & Dalbir Singh @ Bira who are dreaded criminals and
are in judicial custody, hired him to kill one person named Shashi Sharma
from Jalandhar and these weapons were provided to him by them. He
conducted reckie of house of Shashi Sharma but could not succeed to
kill Shashi Sharma due to presence of police personnel around his house.
Shashi Sharma was also attacked by other assailants in 2018 & survived
after the incident. Thereafter, Sagar Neutran concealed these weapons
in Jungle area near a village in Chandigarh. With its efforts, Chandigarh
Police has thwarted a heinous crime incident.
After last month’s incidents involving fire arms, on the
directions of SSP/UT Sh. Kuldeep Singh Chahal, Chandigarh Police had
launched special campaigns against criminals and illegal/illicit fire arms.
A large number of illegal/illicit weapons have been recovered in last one
month
The investigation of the case is going on, to unearth the
complete nexus of criminals in & around Chandigarh.

